foundation & fundamental

01 & 02 series tables
Flexible and affordable. Foundation & Fundamental come in a variety of shapes and sizes to fit nearly any space plan.

O2TC2072T18-3P-GN
Fundamental 20x72” rectangular tables with 18” wide T-bases.
3P: 3mm PVC edge
GN: ganging
lam: Wilsonart 7952X-18 Asian Sand
3P edge: 1096 Pepperdust
base: 19 Foundry

Folding, nesting, and height adjustable options allow countless application opportunities.

O1RD60TT34NE-3P
O1TC3060T26-3P-RC
Foundation 60” round tables with 34” wide nesting TT-bases and 30x60” rectangular tables with 26” wide T-bases.
3P: 3mm PVC edge
RC: radius corners
lam: Wilsonart 7933K-07 Cafelle
3P edge: F3026 Cafelle
base: 37 Satin Silver

Need tables now? The TableXpress program has Fundamental tables available in just five business days!

QS-02SQ3636X32-3P
QS-02RD42X32-3P
QS-02TC3060T26-3P
TableXpress Fundamental 36x36” square, 42” round, and 30x60” rectangular tables.
3P: 3mm PVC edge
lam: Wilsonart 6763-60 Saffron Tigris & 4623-60 Graphite Nebula
3P edge: 2416 Black & 10776 Kensington Maple
base: 02 Black
Reach new heights with ratchet height adjustable tables. Meet ADA requirements with simple functionality on static, folding, or even nesting tables.
foundation & fundamental table options

locking casters  
concealed casters  
bulnose endcap  
nesting T-bases  
nesting TT-bases  
tip top X-base  
tolding bases  
custom height

ratchet height adjust  
spring clip height adjust  
pneumatic height adjust  
built-in wire management  
snap-on wire manager  
ganging brackets  
radius corners  
light weight tops

foundation & fundamental top shape offering

rectangle  
boat  
elliptical  
racetrack  
D-shaped  
corner  
trident  
quadrant

square  
round  
squirrel  
bulb  
tear drop  
half round  
crescent  
table desk

trapezoid  
video wedge  
10° transition  
arc segment  
quarter round  
wedges

foundation & fundamental edge offering

3mm PVC

3P flat  
3P reed

3mm PVC

3K knife

3mm Wood

3W flat

1.25” Wood

W1 bullnose  
W2 square  
W3 fluted  
W4 reverse bevel

Rigid Thermofoil

F1 waterfall  
F2 flat  
F3 bevel  
F4 radius  
F5 slope

tablex.com/foundation  
tablex.com/fundamental  
877.481.1177
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01TC4896TT36-3P  
PD08-BP-120

Foundation 48x96” rectangular table with 36” wide TT-bases and Butterfly Popper power unit.  
lam: Wilsonart 7924K-07 Biltmore Cherry  
3P edge: F3024 Flat Traditional Cherry  
base: 05 Structured Slate